VIOLIN & VIOLA

PRELUDE VIOLIN STRINGS
J810 4/4M
Prelude strings are designed with the beginning player in mind due to their ease of playability, tonal warmth ability to hold pitch, and value.

MICRO VIOLIN TUNER
PW-CT-14
The unique mounting system and fast pitch response allow it to be used as an effective practice tool for referencing & improving intonation while playing.

D'ADDARIO NATURAL ROSIN
VR200
Its unique plastic channel provides an easy grip for students and is packaged to fit nicely into instrument cases.

ASCENTÉ VIOLA STRINGS
A410 MM
Ascenté is designed for beginning & intermediate players who are looking to expand their tonal & dynamic flexibility without losing their stability and control they still need as developing players.

MICRO VIOLIN TUNER
PW-CT-25
The Viola Tuner features an easy-to-read, full-color display in an attractive compact design with a unique mounting system.

MICRO-FIBER POLISHING CLOTH
PW-MPC
The D'Addario Micro-fiber Polishing Cloth is a long-lasting cleaning cloth for all instruments that can be used with or without polishes.

CELLO & BASS

PRELUDE CELLO STRINGS
J1010 4/4M
Prelude strings are designed with the beginning player in mind due to their ease of playability, tonal warmth ability to hold pitch, and value.

ECLIPSE CELLO/BASS TUNER
PW-CT-17CBK
The Eclipse Tuner’s multi-swivel action allows for the perfect viewing angle when used with cello and double bass.

D'ADDARIO NATURAL ROSIN
VR300
D'Addario Natural Rosin offers premium performance at a great value.

HELCIOCORE BASS STRINGS
H610 3/4M
Helicore strings pair exceptionally well with a wide variety of instruments types and offer double bassists excellent pitch stability and incredible response.

MICRO-FIBER POLISHING CLOTH
PW-MPC
The D'Addario Micro-fiber Polishing Cloth is a long-lasting cleaning cloth for all instruments that can be used with or without polishes.
**PERCUSSIONISTS**

### PROMARK PERFORMER SCHOLASTIC PACK

PMSP2

The ProMark Performer Scholastic Pack has everything you need for the demands of symphonic repertoire.

### SPYR MEDIUM ALUMINUM BELL

SU12R

A bright, articulate bell mallet perfect for a range of repertoire needs.

### SPYR LEXAN® BELL MALLET

SU7R

A great bell mallet with little contact sound, perfect when the instrument needs to blend a bit more into the ensemble.

### PROMARK MALLET BAG

PHMB

This bag is engineered to open 180 degrees across and can securely hang on marimbas, vibraphones, and xylophones.

**CLARINETIST**

### RESERVE REEDS

DCR1030

Reserve's traditional blank and filed cut offers clarinetists the clear tone and excellent projection clarinetists need to shine in any orchestra.

### RESERVE CLASSIC REEDS

DCT10355

Reserve Classic is the perfect reed option for clarinetists who are looking to experiment with a wider array of tonal colors & musical expression without sacrificing stability.

### RESERVE EVOLUTION REEDS

DCE10355

Reserve Evolution offers clarinetists ultimate tonal and dynamic flexibility, with a rich, warm tonal core that blends perfectly in an orchestral ensemble.

### RESERVE EVOLUTION MARBLE MOUTHPIECE

MCE-EV10-MB

Reserve Evolution Marble mouthpieces are a great choice for advanced clarinetists who are looking for a more expansive tonal color palette & excellent projection.

### MULTI-REED STORAGE CASE

RVCASE04

This humidity-controlled reed case increases the lifespan of 8 reeds while also keeping them in peak performance condition at all times.

### H-LIGATURE & CAP

HCL1G

The D'Addario H-Ligature and Cap combine increased responsiveness and projection with good looks at an affordable price.

---

**STACK THE SAVINGS ACROSS D'ADDARIA BRANDS**

By mentioning the flexible discount code BACKTOSCHOOL when you place your order at your preferred retailer, you'll be able to save more when you select multiple D’Addario brands.

*U.S. ONLY*